Portugal gets Gold Medal for
Remote Working
Once again, Portugal has hit the headlines and been placed at the top of a survey. This time
it has been ranked as the best place in the world to travel and work remotely.

This is according to a survey by the travel research website, Momondo.
With it's sublime climate, friendly people, short flights and fast internet people can now enjoy
living and working here at the same time
The full survey including twenty two considerations, split into six categories:








Local prices,
Social life,
Health and safety,
Remote working conditions,
Travel cost and accessibility and
Weather.

According to Momondo:
“Portugal has become known as the best country in the world for remote work, with high
classifications in all categories including weather, social life, low crime rate and affordable
cost of living. Portugal also has a visa for digital nomads, and many residents have a high
level of English, which is a strong point for expats”.
The survey took place in Autumn 2021 and over 100 countries were assessed.
It's no surprise to us with many of our clients seeking to work remotely. Some need to fly back
occasionally but with trends towards more technology like Zoom etc this requirement is no
longer so necessary.
If you think Portugal is the place for you, then get in touch and we will find you the perfect
home to work or not to work!

Property Of The Week
Two bedroom apartment in Vilamoura

This beautiful two bedroom apartment is in a perfect location close to the marina. In the
much-desired 'Praia Village' Condominium it is rare to find such an apartment for sale. This
will be sold quickly so contact us now.

Testimonial Of The Week
Katie

was

extremely

helpful,

knowledgeable and guided us very
well. Would highly recommend her to
anyone.
Dirk and Marina
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